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Strategic Advisory and Consulting 
We off er specialized, strategic advisory around compensation structure and pay-out 
formulation, as well as guidance on how to build out a team and launch products. We 
also provide career coaching for executives, high-profi le potential candidates, management 
team members and key employees.

Quarterly Newsletter on Marketing Trends 
We publish a quarterly newsletter on marketing trends across the alternative investment 
industry, drawing insights from our database of more than 11,000 marketing moves that 
we have tracked since 2016.

EMPOWERING ALTERNATIVE 
INVESTMENT FIRMS TO RAISE CAPITAL 
BY IDENTIFYING AND SECURING THE 
IDEAL HUMAN CAPITAL
Jensen Partners is an award-winning executive search and corporate advisory fi rm that is the only global 
recruitment fi rm to specialize in the sourcing and recruitment of capital raising candidates for the alternative 
investment industry. We are a global leader in the marketing and distribution space, with extensive 
relationships in both the institutional investor and investment management communities. We also have 
experience managing international team build-outs for some of the largest private equity fi rms in the world.

We take a data-centric approach to everything we do, combining both quantitative and qualitative 
insights to fi nd the right fi t for each of our clients. Our diff erentiated approach includes:

jensen-partners.com Contact us to learn more: Cassandra@jensen-partners.com

360° Investor Referencing™ Methodology
Our proprietary research methodology utilizes a scientifi c approach to analyze and verify 
each candidate’s asset-raising capabilities and individual style, including details on their full 
asset-raising history.

Market Mapping and Investigative Intelligence
We provide our clients with a customized, confi dential, in-depth analysis of the best 
performing candidates in each industry, sector and distribution channel (i.e., the 
“Rainmakers”). We also evaluate how a fi rm compares with its competitors, focusing 
on areas related to culture, philosophy, management style and compensation.

Spotlight on Diversity 
We track the gender and ethnicity for each marketing move in our database as part of our 
commitment to promoting diversity in the alternative investment space, especially with 
many of our clients increasingly demanding diverse candidate recommendations.

mailto:Cassandra@jensen-partners.com
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I t was a privilege to host Private Equity Wire’s inaugural awards 
event in New York recently. And what a great event it turned out to 
be, despite the thunderstorm that hit right at the commencement of 

proceedings! Still, this did little to dampen the mood in the room.
Private Equity Wire partnered with PitchBook to pre-select managers 

based on their performance over the previous 12 months. The winners 
were then decided via a rigorous reader-choice online poll carried out 
over a period of ten weeks, based on who garnered the highest number 
of votes. Overall, 2,690 readers participated, of which 37 per cent were 
LPs, 39 per cent were GPs and 20 per cent were service providers.

We’ve all seen how this industry has grown from strength to strength 
over the last five or so years. Over a trillion dollars of assets were raised 
between 2017 and end of 2018, and through the first half of 2019, an 
estimated USD210 billion was raised. Megafunds continue to dominate 
new launch activity. Advent International’s latest fund is USD17.5 billion, 
while Vista Equity Partners just closed its latest technology buyout fund 
with USD16 billion. 

In addition, levels of dry powder have ballooned to USD1.54 trillion 
– an eye-watering amount. These are, without doubt, halcyon days for 
private equity. As one PE fund-of-fund manager recently told Private 
Equity Wire: “Private equity has shown its stickiness and ability to turn 
things around over time because managers do not have to sell and 
over time can recover notional losses, which one does not see with 
hedge funds.”

Private equity is the oil that greases the wheels of not just the US 
economy, but the global economy, creating bigger, better and more 
profitable companies, as well as new job opportunities. And as the 
world enters in to a new phase of digitalisation, the opportunities for PE 
managers to transform companies’ fortunes and invest in new areas of 
innovation – especially the likes of Healthcare where AI technology is 
revolutionising the industry – are huge. 

Not to mention the opportunities for GPs to invest in infrastructure. 
Take 5G, for example. The global 5G infrastructure market size was 
valued at USD720.6 million in 2018 and is projected to reach USD50.6 
billion by the end of 2026, exhibiting a CAGR of 76.29 per cent, accord-
ing to Fortune Business Insights. 

In short, there are plenty of opportunities in the middle and large-
cap markets to put all of that dry powder to work. This will keep all of 
this year’s service provider winners busier than ever, as the PE space 
continues to grow from strength to strength. 

Delivering a commitment to excellent client service, whether it be to 
support GPs’ cybersecurity programmes, asset valuation and reporting 
requirements, or delivering key regulatory and compliance insights, is 
the common denominator distinguishing this year’s winners. 

Congratulations to everyone and on behalf of the Private Equity Wire 
team, we hope that your award-winning efforts will translate into new 
business opportunities as we head in to 2020.

James Williams
Editor in Chief, Private Equity Wire

US Best practice 2019

US AWARDS 2019

http://www.privateequitywire.co.uk
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One of the greatest challenges 
facing cyber-security and 
technology risk is how pri-

vacy regulation is being addressed 
in the United States. As a result, ACA 
Aponix, the cybersecurity and risk 
division of ACA Compliance Group, 
is focusing on privacy regulation and 
readiness for 2020. 

“The plethora of state regulations 
and nits and nuances of each will 
create significant work for private 
equity clients and for their portfo-
lio companies,” remarks Raj Bakhru, 
Partner and Chief Innovation Officer at 
ACA Compliance Group.

Currently, privacy regulation is at 
the state level and it is quite possi-
ble that firms will need to adhere to 
50 individual state privacy regulations 
instead of a single national regula-
tion. To address this, ACA Aponix is 
working with clients to build privacy 
programs that address most common 
tenets of a strong privacy program, 
recognising that most privacy reg-
ulations have commonalities. “We 
continue to monitor the progress of 
state regulation and advise our clients 
on best practices to apply to their pri-
vacy programs,” Bakhru explains.

ACA Aponix provides cybersecu-
rity and technology risk assessments, 
data privacy compliance, vendor and 
M&A diligence services, network 
testing, and advisory services for 
companies of all sizes. 

The firm’s private equity clients 
invest in many industries and it is 
important they and their portfolio 
companies are well-supported by 
their service providers. This year, ACA 
Aponix was accredited as a HITRUST 

certified assessor. The HITRUST CSF 
is a well-regarded benchmark in the 
healthcare space and being accred-
ited to certify firms against HITRUST 
allows it to better assist its private 
equity clients in their pre-deal dili-
gence and with their existing portfolio 
companies.

Bakhru notes: “We also built out 
a product solution designed for ESG 
operational oversight of cybersecurity 
and privacy. Our private equity ESG 
teams really appreciate the approach 
we take to help identify key cyberse-
curity operational risks and privacy 
regulatory risks in their portfolio in 
a high-touch, high-value, low-cost 
manner.”

To uphold best practice in the 
industry, ACA Aponix continues to 
hire extremely qualified senior indi-
viduals with experience across many 
industries. “Our clients work with 
professionals who average over 15 
years of experience in IT, privacy, 
and cybersecurity. Many have held 
CTO, CIO, and CISO roles throughout 
their careers and maintain US military 
security clearance. We encourage 
professional accreditations such as 

CISSP, CISM, and CIPT. We conduct 
numerous inhouse trainings and 
adhere to best practices promoted 
by government security agencies, 
regulators, and collective industry 
organisations,” Bakhru says.

The firm also analyses risks in the 
market and innovates to best support 
clients in third-party risk, deal dili-
gence, and portfolio oversight. ACA 
Aponix seeks to generate trust among 
clients, showing it understands their 
business and is focused on risk 
management across both the man-
agement company and the portfolio.

ACA Aponix approaches tech-
nology risk holistically, viewing 
cybersecurity as one important ele-
ment of a range of technology risk 
domains. Although some may con-
sider cybersecurity solely from the 
network firewall angle, Aponix’s expe-
rience shows that most cybersecurity 
risk surfaces elsewhere. 

This is why it advocates that a pen-
etration and/or vulnerability test alone 
is not sufficient to capture a firm’s risk 
profile. The firm’s goal is to identify 
the root cause of issues such that 
security is not confined to a single 
point-in-time. n

US privacy regulation 
poses a challenge

ACA Aponix: Best Cyber Security Provider

AC A  A P O N I X

Raj Bakhru
Partner, Chief Innovation Officer, 
ACA Aponix

Raj Bakhru is the co-founder of ACA’s 
cybersecurity and risk division, ACA 
Aponix. Aponix was founded in June 
2014 to fill the market gap of holistic, 
independent technology risk assessments 
for financial firms. Aponix joined the ACA 
Compliance Group umbrella to form ACA 
Aponix in February 2015. 

http://www.privateequitywire.co.uk
mailto:rbakhru%40acacompliancegroup.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/raj-bakhru-cfa-cissp-77a12b4/


OPTIMIZE
PERFORMANCE
The advisory, assurance, and tax professionals 
at CohnReznick work to understand your 
strategic objectives, helping you improve fund 
performance and manage risk.

Are you ready to achieve your vision?
Let’s get going.

cohnreznick.com/privateequity



 

Thank you Private Equity 
Wire readers for naming 
SS&C Advent the 

“ Best Portfolio Management 
Software Provider” 

Built for investment managers with complex portfolios and multiple 
fund structures, Geneva enables comprehensive investor accounting 
and servicing for any fund composition, in any region, and across all 
asset classes. Stay ahead of a fast-moving market with SS&C Advent.

Learn more.  

advent.com 
info@advent.com
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U M B  B A N K

High-touch service is key in 
the private equity arena due 
to the manual nature of pre-

paring investment documentation 
and the expertise required to do so 
accurately. To develop the specialised 
skillset required to service these cli-
ents UMB Bank has been investing in 
building and developing a team with 
deep product expertise.

“UMB has experienced a significant 
amount of growth in the private equity 
sector. New clients have sought out 
UMB because of our first-class ser-
vice model within the PE space,” says 
Amy Small SVP, executive director of 
Institutional Custody at UMB.

The firm utilises industry standard 
procedures to lead clients through the 
laborious onboarding and subsequent 
activity execution. However, UMB also 
feels it is extremely important to tailor 
the process to fit client needs. Small 
elaborates: “Each client is unique, 
we value these important details and 
establish calls well before start date 
to ensure our team has a thorough 
understanding of all nuances. This 
approach is critical to accurately 
completing documents on the clients’ 
behalf. We bring to the table the skills 
and knowledge to be able to cus-
tomise our processes to fit the client 
needs and desired level of involve-
ment. In addition, because we do this 
for a large number of clients we have 
centralised knowledge clients may 
not otherwise have access to without 
using someone with our skill set.”

UMB has a good reputation and 
as a result, clients can collateralise 
their PE holdings, regardless of size. 
The firm has established relationships 

with certain lenders who have confi-
dence in its process and oversight. 
Further, as a qualified custodian, UMB 
provides the service to register invest-
ments in its nominee name. “With this, 
we act as authorised signers on their 
behalf and maintain their investments 
on our books and records. We obtain 
and track market values based upon 
the PE schedules, so our clients have 
accurate and adequate reporting for 
both internal use and for their lending 
agents,” Small notes.

According to Small, one of the 
key challenges in the private equity 
arena is that the regulations outlined 
within the SEC Custody Rule are quite 
dated and do not necessarily address 
the current investment strategies, 
including private equities. She says: 
“Qualified custodians are essential 
to providing independent possession 
and control to protect investor assets. 
We have an expanded group with the 
expertise to ask the right questions, 
complete needed documentation, 
and aid with subsequent AML 
requirements. We believe the work 

that we do on the AML requirements 
is above and beyond what our 
competition does. We will handle all 
of this for the PE clients registered in 
our name, so they can rely on us for 
those details.

“Our relationships within the indus-
try, including with administrators and 
investments, make the communication 
easier and the fulfilment of investment 
requests timely.”

Going forward, UMB is laser 
focused on enhancing its technology 
offerings to add more self-service 
functionality and ease of instructing 
transactions in a secure, efficient 
manner. “As we partner with various 
lenders, we look to automate collateral 
feeds, enhance SWIFT functionality, 
and continue to develop customised 
solutions to meet the ever- changing 
demands of the PE client base.

We are actively involved in industry 
groups to stay informed on global 
regulatory updates to ensure we 
are prepared for the future,” Small 
concludes. n

Specialised skill set crucial 
to service PE clients

UMB Bank: Best Custodian 

Amy Small
SVP, Executive Director of Institutional 
Custody, UMB Bank

Amy Small is executive vice president, 
executive director of Institutional Custody 
at UMB Bank. UMB has more than 70 
years of custody servicing experience 
with domestic and global transaction 
processing with straight-through 
processing, a robust security master that 
can accommodate data requirements 
of complex holdings, integration with 
large accounting providers, corporate 
actions processing, securities 
lending partnerships, as well as cash 
management services.

http://www.privateequitywire.co.uk
mailto:amy.small%40umb.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ajsmall/
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Due to its intense, long-
standing focus on data, 
Jensen Partners has a one-

of-a-kind model when it comes to 
executive search. By combining both 
quantitative and qualitative data-
centric approaches, Jensen Partners 
is able to generate a wealth of 
information that can be used to assist 
the firm’s clients with raising capital 
by identifying and securing the ideal 
human capital. 

The hiring landscape is very com-
petitive. As hiring trends shift, Sasha 
Jensen, founder and CEO of Jensen 
Partners, says the firm is aware it 
has to work hard to source the best 
candidates possible. The increased 
competition is also a driver for the 
firm’s recent focus on diversity.

In 2019, Jensen Partners became 
the first executive search firm to 
track the hiring of diverse marketing 
candidates in the alternative invest-
ment space. The work it is doing in 
this space can help ensure different 
groups are better represented in the 
PE arena.

Jensen comments: “We tracked 
the movement of nearly 300 diverse 
marketers across the alternative 
investment landscape through the 
first half of 2019. We define “diverse” 
as non-male OR non-Caucasian. This 
gives us the breadth and depth of 
data necessary to understand how 
widespread the diversity issue is 
and which segments of the popula-
tion are most under-represented in 
the industry.”

“We’re excited about this develop-
ment and that we’re the first to do 
it. We don’t need stats to know that 

the alternative investment manage-
ment industry has a diversity problem. 
However, the numbers certainly help 
to track developments and identify the 
areas where there is still more work 
to do. While there have been some 
signs of progress, at least in terms 
of increased awareness of the issue, 
our data shows that less than half of 
all marketing hires this year could be 
considered diverse.”

“Another trend we are keeping an 
eye on is the increased interest in 
ESG and impact investing,” Jensen 
remarks. “Several prominent PE 
firms have launched impact funds or 
expanded their ESG capabilities in the 
last couple of years, and we foresee 
this trend continuing. This creates 
both an opportunity and a challenge 
for experienced marketing profes-
sionals, since the ESG/impact space 
requires such a unique skillset. We 
plan to begin tracking ESG-specific 
marketing hires and developing a 
shortlist of the best marketers in the 
space to stay on top of this trend.”

Jensen Partners is also working 
on developing a ranking of the best 
“rainmakers” in the private equity and 

private debt industries, which will help 
track stars in the industry and more 
clearly identify best practices. 

The firm’s private equity clients 
have come to rely on Jensen Partners 
for everything from its data on mar-
keting moves across the industry and 
intel on the major movers and shak-
ers, to perspectives on the major 
trends and insights into fundraising 
best practices. 

Since 2017, Jensen Partners has 
published a quarterly newsletter on 
data and trends across the alterna-
tive investment industry, which is 
made available to all of its PE clients. 
Jensen concludes: “Our PE clients are 
also welcome to leverage our exten-
sive investor relationships by tapping 
into our global database of more 
than 10,000 expert alternative capital 
raisers, including professionals from 
private equity firms, private credit 
firms, hedge funds, multi-asset firms 
and real estate firms.” n

Data-centric approach 
elevates executive search

Jensen Partners: Best Recruitment Company for Investor Relations & Asset Raising

J E N S E N  PA RT N E R S

Sasha Jensen
Founder & CEO, Jensen Partners

As CEO of Jensen Partners, Sasha 
Jensen leads a team of senior recruitment 
specialists and data scientists dedicated 
exclusively to the sourcing, recruitment 
and placement of capital raising 
professionals for leading alternative 
investment firms. Sasha works directly 
with CEOs, CIOs and CMOs to help build 
out specialised distribution teams for her 
clients, leveraging her firm’s proprietary 
360° Investor Referencing™ Methodology 
to gain qualitative and quantitative 
insights about each candidate’s 
asset-raising capabilities and investor 
relationships.

http://www.privateequitywire.co.uk
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jensen-partners
mailto:sasha%40jensen-partners.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mssashajensen


Who will be in your corner  
when a cyber-attack  
threatens your investment?

ACA Aponix is the trusted cybersecurity partner  

for private equity firms across the globe. We can 

assess and consult on cybersecurity programs 

across your entire portfolio to help you identify  

and mitigate risks. 

Find out how we can help you with  
your portfolio needs. 

Contact Noah Fox at  
+1 (646) 939-9566 or visit  
www.acaaponix.com

http://www.acaaponix.com
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An innovative a client service 
approach is being introduced 
to reduce the direct service 

costs by the manager and help private 
equity funds at all stages of growth 
meet demand for the expanding 
needs of their business. Constellation 
Advisers is currently rolling out this 
unique approach to its client base to 
enthusiastic feedback.

The firm anticipates private 
equity managers will face increasing 
requirements by institutional 
investors, and in turn, will have to 
take a serious look at how they are 
currently operating their business. 
Frank Napolitani, Managing Director, 
at Constellation Advisers says: “We 
can support all non-investment 
functions of an organisation and by 
doing so, can do it in a more cost-
effective manner while providing 
the firm with better efficiencies and 
additional bandwidth. By delegating 
key, non-investment related functions 
to experienced outsourced partners, 
funds of all sizes will look to continue 
to optimise and streamline their 
operations.”

As an outsourced partner to 
private equity managers, Constellation 
focuses on offering a bespoke 
approach. “We are not a “service in a 
box” offering where clients are force-
fed the “our way or the highway” 
model. Conversely, we provide a 
highly customisable, institutional level 
service offering that is delivered on 
either a co-sourced or fully outsourced 
basis. We tailor each engagement to 
the client’s specific requirements from 
the beginning and modify our level 
of support as the client grows and 

scales. Basically, no task is too small 
and no job is too big,” explains Boris 
Onefater, Chief Executive Officer.

Constellation has a “client first” 
approach and will continue to keep 
that at the forefront as it delivers high 
touch support and strategic advice to 
clients. Over the past few years, the 
firm’s private equity, real estate and 
venture capital clientele has grown 
significantly. Onefater anticipates this 
will keep expanding. “It now makes 
up approximately 40% of our client 
base, Onefater says, “We will continue 
to invest in technology, people and 
processes across the firm and are 
planning to open more offices in the 
US and internationally in 2020/2021.”

Greg Farrington, President also 
highlights that the firm carries out 
due diligence assessments, as 
well as operating as an accounting, 
operations and compliance expert. 
Farrington notes: “We routinely 
perform operational due diligence 
assessments on behalf of some of 
the largest and most active global 
institutional allocators, pensions, 
endowments and foundations. This 
allows us to remain at the forefront of 
evolving industry best practices and 
serve as trusted advisors to our global 
client base.”

Constellation has been focused 
on talent. Farrington points out: “We 
know that to maintain our superior 
position and continued dedication 
to client service we need to have 
a committed, dedicated team of 
excellent performers. Additionally, 
we need to continue to enhance our 
processes and technology to enhance 
our client’s experience. “

In support of this, Constellation has 
made key hires across its business. 
Wade Deffenbaugh joined to lead 
the CFO Support client service team. 
Laura Kate Garner was added to the 
team in New York and Kathy Pommet 
in Los Angeles. Both are senior 
practitioners in the Regulatory and 
Compliance team to assist clients with 
the SEC regulatory and compliance 
support. Other key members were 
hired in New York, Los Angeles and 
Dallas to support the firm’s growing 
private equity practice.

To help service clients and address 
they needs better, Constellation also 
added Frank Napolitani as Managing 
Director and Global Head of Business 
Development and Marketing. His 
focus is to expand Constellation’s 
client service presence across the US 
and globally. n

PE funds to benefit from 
innovative approach
Constellation Advisers: Best Regulatory & Compliance Adviser

C O N S T E L L AT I O N  A DV I S E R S

Frank Napolitani
Managing Director, Global Head of 
Business Development, Constellation

Frank has enjoyed a successful 23 
year career in the financial services 
industry and prior to joining Constellation 
Advisers, Frank was a Director, National 
Head of Business Development 
for the Financial Services practice 
at EisnerAmper LLP in New York. 
He managed a team of 3 business 
developers that covered the United States 
which helped to successfully accelerate 
the continued growth in the hedge fund 
and private equity/VC fund market on 
behalf of the firm. 

http://www.privateequitywire.co.uk
mailto:fnapolitani%40constellationadvisers.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/frank-napolitani-249a0510/ 
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The private equity industry has 
witnessed a shift to more 
manager-of-manager and 

investments in fund structures, all 
while asset owners and allocators 
are increasing the percentage of their 
portfolios invested in alternatives. In 
view of this, Solovis identified the need 
for a portfolio management technology 
platform to help institutional investors 
with the inherent challenges they face 
in managing these complex multi-
asset class portfolios. 

“The Solovis technology platform 
was designed from the bottom up 
specifically for multi-asset class 
portfolio management. All our 
clients have a large portion of their 
portfolios invested in these complex 
investment types, including private 
equity,” says Josh Smith, co-founder & 
CEO, Solovis.

The platform serves as an accurate 
investment book of record (IBOR) and 
helps asset owners and allocators 
collect and aggregate investment 
data into a single view, analyse the 
portfolio from any angle or level 
of detail, and report on and share 
portfolio information with a variety of 
constituents and stakeholders. 

In the case of private equity 
specifically, the concepts around 
unfunded commitment tracking, 
appropriate call and distribution 
breakdowns and other considerations 
unique to the asset class are critical to 
the success of cash flow forecasting 
and appropriate benchmarking, 
performance reporting, attribution and 
risk. The Solovis platform gives limited 
partners tools to manage these more 
effectively, Smith says.

Earlier this year, Solovis launched 
Solovis Predict – an application 
designed to help investment teams 
model future state outcomes of 
potential investment scenarios. The 
Solovis Predict application supports 
J-curve modelling, private equity cash 
flow projections, a pacing model and 
simulation of drawdown scenarios, all 
in an intuitive, easy-to-use interface. 

Smith comments: “Our clients 
benefit from an accurate, near real-
time view of portfolio performance. 
With the Solovis platform, investment 
teams can drill down into the specifics 
of their private equity investments 
and analyse how they impact overall 
portfolio considerations such as 
exposure, liquidity and risk. 

“The Solovis platform eliminates 
data inaccuracies and timing lags 
across investment types, such as 
private equity data being reported 
on a 3-month lag. It also serves to 
break down system and team silos, 
so private equity investment teams 
can collaborate more effectively and 
gain a more holistic view of the overall 
portfolio to support more informed 
investment decisions.”

Discussing the challenges the 
private equity industry faces, Smith 
says: “From an asset owner/allocator 
perspective, an effective portfolio 
management platform should have 
the ability to directly pull together all 
asset class types, acting as a central 
repository for meta data, normalising 
all incoming investment data to 
produce meaningful, consistent output 
on a timely basis. Ideally, the platform 
will do this without sacrificing the 
statistics that are relevant to unique 

investments like private equity and 
other complex asset classes.

“In addition, most asset allocators 
are tying together multiple systems in 
an effort to create a cohesive view of 
the portfolio. This is also necessitated 
as a result of hedge funds and other 
illiquid structures, but private equity is 
the worst culprit as the timing lags of 
reported data, restatements of flows, 
inconsistent valuations, among many 
other potential issues, create difficulty 
standardising the asset class, espe-
cially in the context of the rest of the 
portfolio. Solovis solves for this by 
enabling multiple book of record con-
cepts on a single platform, knowledge 
dating capability, and consistent oper-
ational processes that allow constant 
reconciliation of information across an 
asset owner’s world, while also giving 
each asset class investment team the 
power to look at data in their own 
novel ways.” n

Multi-asset class portfolios 
sharpen need for tech

Solovis: Best Data Management Solutions Provider

S O L OV I S

Josh Smith
CEO & Co-founder, Solovis

Josh Smith is CEO of Solovis, a fintech 
company catering to limited partners and 
asset allocators. Josh co-founded Solovis 
in 2013 to fill a gap in the institutional 
investing industry – the need for an 
enterprise platform that aligns investment 
data, teams and processes across a 
large-scale multi-asset class portfolio. 
Josh has focused his entire career in 
institutional finance, including rising 
positions with Royal Bank of Canada and 
Investure.

http://www.privateequitywire.co.uk
https://twitter.com/Solovis
https://www.linkedin.com/company/solovis 
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Capital markets participants are 
more likely to invest wisely, 
create value, and achieve 

alpha when they have access to 
critical market intelligence and tech-
nical expertise. Through its Financial 
Sponsors & Financial Services prac-
tice, CohnReznick provides a range of 
advisory, assurance, and tax services 
that help its capital markets clients 
create value by optimising performance 
and successfully managing risk.

Exploring issues – discovering 
opportunities
CohnReznick is assisting private 
equity and venture capital firms, family 
offices, hedge funds, and others 
investment firms as they navigate 
rapidly changing tax laws and com-
pliance mandates. Additionally, the 
firm is helping its clients find oppor-
tunities brought about by tax reform, 
technology changes, and the emer-
gence of new industries. Some of 
these include:
• Opportunity zones: The Tax Cut and 

Jobs Act of 2017 (TCJA) created this 
dynamic community development 
program. With trillions of dollars 
of unrealised capital gains across 
the US, the program provides a tax 
deferral for investing such gains 
into government designated oppor-
tunity zones. The program offers 
a low-risk investment profile while 
bolstering low-income communities 
within these Opportunity Zones. 

• Cannabis: The burgeoning can-
nabis industry offers significant 
growth opportunities to investors 
willing to commit to developing a 
sound strategy, efficient operations, 

and employing rigorous compliance 
processes. 

• Private debt: This emerging form of 
capital is seeing sustained growth 
and increased fundraising. 

• Global digital transformation: 
Unprecedented M&A opportunities 
and risks – have surfaced as digital 
technology continues to drive inter-
national businesses. Cyber-risks 
and privacy concerns have never 
been greater. 

• Continued impact of tax reform: 
After nearly two years, investors are 
still grappling with the myriad new 
tax rules brought on by the TCJA 
and other legislation. These weigh 
heavily on deal-making decisions 
and business models – from the 
positive effect of lower corporate 
tax rates to the Supreme Court’s 
South Dakota v. Wayfair decision 
that changed the rules of the game 
regarding sales tax nexus. 

Growth to support client needs
CohnReznick has seen its Financial 
Sponsors & Financial Services 
Practice grow revenue by 30% with 
more than 50 fund clients brought in 
over the past year. Growth is being 
driven by the middle market private 
equity, hedge fund, and alternative 
investment fund spaces. The recent 
addition of new partners in New York, 
Los Angeles and Chicago under-
scores the firm’s commitment to 
building a best-in-class, forward-think-
ing team to meet the needs of 
its clients.

Christopher Aroh, Financial 
Sponsors Industry Leader, under-
scores the firm’s commitment to its 

growing clientele: “We collaborate with 
our clients to ensure we fully under-
stand their business issues so we can 
offer the most practical solutions and 
suggestions. We draw upon our real-
world experience to anticipate their 
concerns and share insights.”

One of the hallmarks of 
CohnReznick’s service delivery model 
is to provide tailored solutions based 
on in-depth knowledge of the unique 
requirements, opportunities, and chal-
lenges for each individual client.

Aroh adds: “CohnReznick strives 
to be a true business advisor that 
offers more than just compliance ser-
vices. Active and involved partners 
and managers are available, respond 
to questions quickly, and can resolve 
issues without delays in decision 
making. By sharing industry-specific 
insights with our clients, they can plan 
for changes in market conditions, and 
the regulatory environment.”

Transforming their game
CohnReznick has shown that success 
comes to those willing to disrupt the 
status quo, that is, leaders committed 
to accelerating innovation and reshap-
ing market dynamics. Aroh says, “The 
firm is defying convention and push-
ing the limits of technology as applied 
to the accounting world. We have 
committed to utilising robust technol-
ogies during all our audit, tax, and 
consulting processes. He adds, “The 
future of accounting rests on techno-
logical innovation and CohnReznick 
is determined to be on the forefront 
of business innovation and privy to 
the opportunities fresh technology 
affords.” n

PE managers focus on 
achieving alpha

CohnReznick: Best Fund Accounting Firm

C O H N R E Z N I C K
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Regulatory pressures and 
more complex investment 
strategies are driving a greater 

number of PE funds to outsource their 
administration operations. Centaur is 
well positioned to meet these growing 
demands having built the global reach 
to fulfil the needs for cross-domicile 
services.

Des Johnson, CEO of Centaur 
USA comments: “In the last twelve 
months alone, Centaur has hired 
senior managers in Private Equity out 
of New Jersey, Bermuda and through-
out Europe. The company has also 
invested heavily in PE specific tech-
nology which has been developed 
specifically to support Centaur Private 
Equity clients.

“The move towards outsourcing 
by PE funds is reflected in Centaur’s 
success in the sector. Since launch-
ing our Private Equity Service in 2016, 
we have experienced phenomenal 
growth. The sector is set to be a 
major driver of business growth for 
the firm in 2020 and beyond.”

According to Johnson, the future 
of PE fund administration is a com-
bination of experienced people along 
with best in class technology. The firm 
is wholly committed to developing 
industry best practice and ensuring its 
clients receive the best client service 
that the industry has to offer.

An example of how Centaur devel-
ops best practice is its dedicated 
platform for PE servicing and use of 
best of breed technology to support 
and deliver its services. Johnson says: 
“Our platform includes FIS Investran 
for accounting and investor services 
and Blueprint for corporate services 

including a portal to enhance the 
client experience. Centaur also 
services all related corporate enti-
ties – such as SPVs, blockers and 
carry vehicles – in a broad array of 
jurisdictions.

“We have also gained deep sector 
knowledge in Private Equity with ded-
icated personnel joining the firm in 
North America and Europe.”

Centaur is supporting PE clients in 
meeting the growing regulatory and 
market pressures to deliver greater 
transparency, better reporting and 
have tighter accounting processes. 
The firm provides PE funds with 
enhanced efficiency, taking some 
of the operational burden off their 
shoulders.

Johnson notes: “Fundamentally, we 
take away the administrative head-
ache from the Investment Manager. 
Managers now understand the effi-
ciencies realised with outsourcing 
fund administration to specialist, 
external providers along with the asso-
ciated cost savings.

“Additionally, much of the movement 
towards outsourcing has been driven 
by investors who are demanding more 
transparency and better reporting. 
When you add increased regulation 
and operational risk to this scenario, 
you can see the logic of outsourcing 
these functions to an external pro-
vider with specialist skills. Outsourcing 
administration enables the fund man-
ager to focus on the performance of 
their fund and generating returns.”

Johnson believes regulation is one 
of the major challenges PE managers 
are currently facing. He says: “Over 
the past few years, we have seen 

massive changes in the PE industry 
as clients are turning to administrators 
to service their increasingly complex 
requirements from regulators.”

Accountability and client service sit 
at the heart of Centaur’s work. The 
firm takes pride in generating a cli-
ent-first culture throughout the entire 
firm and has not lost a client in its 10 
year existence. 

In its effort to build on its core 
values, Centaur will continue to invest 
heavily in its PE platform and ensure 
its teams provide the most compre-
hensive service in fund administration 
for PE clients. 

“We will also continue to remove 
complexity, uncertainty and unfamil-
iarity from the on-boarding process 
by using the best people, backed by 
the best processes in the industry,” 
Johnson concludes. n

Asset complexity and 
regulatory challenges
Centaur Fund Services: Best Fund Administrator <$30 billion AUM

C E N TAU R  F U N D  S E RV I C E S

Des Johnson
CEO & Partner, Centaur Fund Services

Des Johnson is based in New York. Des 
has grown the business significantly 
over the last few years and Centaur now 
has over 150 people across 9 offices 
administering over $35N in assets. Prior 
to joining Centaur Des was Managing 
Director and Global Co-Head of Investor 
Services at SS&C. Des has experienced 
all aspects of the Investment fund Industry 
since 1998 working in Ireland, Bermuda 
and New York. Des has held senior 
management positions at Citibank, BISYS 
and IFS/State Street. Des has a BA (Hons) 
in Business from Dublin Business School.

http://www.privateequitywire.co.uk
mailto:Des.johnson%40centaurfs.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/des-johnson/
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The private equity industry has 
continued to explode with 
more mainstream and institu-

tional investors while evolving their 
investment coverage to include more 
complex asset types such as private 
and distressed debt. SS&C Advent 
has continued to follow this market 
trend by addressing investor demand 
for full look through reporting as well 
as providing ILPA compliant options. 

“As more processes around private 
debt and alternative credit remain 
manual, the Geneva team has built 
out user friendly workflows to stream-
line and consolidate debt processing 
with new configurable Workspaces 
that optimise operational efficiency 
whether managing delinquent interest, 
processing credit activity, or rolling 
over an expiring contract,” explains 
Jonathan Eldridge, Senior Director, 
Solutions Consulting, SS&C Advent. 

The award for “Best Portfolio 
Management Software Provider,” is 
recognition that those efforts have 
been successful. Built for anyone who 
wants to efficiently manage hedge 
funds, private equity funds, and hybrid 
funds containing complex fund struc-
tures and investors, Geneva enables 
comprehensive fund accounting and 
investor servicing. Geneva’s core 
tenet is to support any fund type, 
in any region, and across all asset 
classes in a single solution. 

Developments at SS&C Advent and 
within Geneva provide clients with 
ease of reporting, support for complex 
calculations and smooth workflow ori-
ented processing. The user friendly 
reporting architecture allows account-
ants to create custom views of data to 

match administrators’ saving time and 
cost in the process. 

Eldridge notes: “This single 
system makes it simple to maintain 
and manage investors and their fee 
accruals. For each investor, clients 
can set up as many classes as they 
want – including tiered incentive fees, 
waterfall-style calculations, 1-or-30 
model, as well as various types of 
hurdles and management fees. The 
system also tracks liquidity terms.”

Further, being one solution that 
is best-of-breed for fund accounting 
and investor servicing is beneficial 
as SS&C Advent clients do not have 
to parse together multiple systems 
and maintain that integration. “Within 
Geneva, there is no batch process to 
generate journal entries and robust 
trial balance reporting which auto-
matically get allocated to the investor 
level via flexible allocation rules. This 
is a key time and cost savings bene-
fit that puts our clients in position to 
spend resources and money in other 
key strategic areas,” Eldridge remarks.

Private equity is an ever grow-
ing arena within the alternatives 
landscape, as new fund structures 
emerge to pursue different opportuni-
ties. According to Eldridge: “Managers 
should prepare for the unique oper-
ational challenges for taking on 
new asset classes and ensure they 
have proper infrastructure and team 
to execute.”

“Internal teams or consultants 
should be in place to manage the 
compliance and ODD requirements 
and be prepared for the operational 
complexities of managing these 
funds. For example, common pitfalls 

to look out for are the terms of the 
various credit/debt fund structures, 
how to manage expense allocations, 
investment, potential conflicts of inter-
est, valuation processes, and more.”

Looking ahead to the coming 
year, Eldridge says SS&C Advent will 
continue to expand on its loan capa-
bilities to match the growing private 
debt space, mainly around expand-
ing workflows to alleviate the manual 
nature of those investments. “Waterfall 
calculations will always evolve and 
managers continue to entice inves-
tors with deal by deal options and 
we’ll continue to direct development 
towards that area to support our 
clients. We see Geneva as a differen-
tiator in the closed-end debt market,” 
he concludes. n

Unique operational risks as 
PE continues to develop

SS&C Advent: Best Portfolio Management Software Provider

S S & C  A DV E N T

Jonathan Eldridge
Senior Director, Solutions Consulting, 
SS&C Advent

Jonathan Eldridge is a member of the 
Geneva Product Management team and 
leads Geneva’s direction in terms of 
fund and investor accounting. He works 
closely with our clients and prospects to 
understand market trends and business 
challenges in order to ensure Geneva 
continues to deliver on its core tenets.

http://www.privateequitywire.co.uk
mailto:jeldridg%40sscinc.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathan-eldridge-87a094b1/
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Private equity managers and their 
portfolio companies are a target 
for disruption. They have to do 

a good job communicating to all their 
constituencies what they are doing to 
be good operators and to adjust to 
changing rules and social mores. 

Integrated marketing and commu-
nications firm Prosek Partners works 
on honing its PE clients’ communi-
cation strategies to help them grow 
and better serve a variety of groups 
including investors, portfolio compa-
nies, recruits and existing employees 
and regulators. 

Jennifer Prosek, Managing 
Partner of Prosek Partners says: 
“Communicating well makes it easier 
to build brands and to create a ‘halo 
effect’ as innovative, forward thinkers. 
It also allows managers themselves to 
protect their brands in times of crisis 
or when issues arise.” According to 
Prosek, robust communication can 
also support PE managers’ staff 
attraction and retention while improv-
ing relations with LPs, shareholders, 
regulators, politicians and the general 
public, increasing investment perfor-
mance and strengthening culture.

The firm also focuses on improving 
education. “PE managers that remain 
mysterious to the general public often 
find that others can control their narra-
tive. Managers need to invest in their 
public image and get out on the front 
foot to gain control of its narrative. 
They need to do this by proactively 
telling their stories and interfacing 
with multiple external constituencies 
e.g. LPs, public shareholders, govern-
ment regulators, unions and media,” 
Prosek explains.

Talent acquisition, culture, diversity 
and inclusion are other issues 
where the firm can help support its 
PE clients. Prosek notes: “Many PE 
firms are building out their formal 
programs, some for the very first time. 
And all firms are changing to meet 
the demands of the new generations 
of talent which have many more 
options. For some this is challenging 
new territory.”

Prosek Partners is investing heavily 
in its ability to serve private equity cli-
ents. Prosek comments: “We want to 
help accelerate their growth, improve 
their ability to raise capital, generate 
investment opportunities, recruit talent, 
and communicate better with their 
growing constituencies.”

Examples of recent investments 
include hiring several senior people in 
New York and London. The firm is also 
growing its ability to provide market-
ing help, including brand and content 
strategy, social media amplification, 
digital analytics, graphic design, and 
full-stack web development. 

Further, Prosek continuously 
updates its portfolio of technology 
solutions to help teams and clients 
work faster, smarter and more effi-
ciently. This includes search engines, 
data bases, news feeds and Qwoted, 
an automated sourcing match system 
we invested in this year. Qwoted 
enables reporters from leading publi-
cations to reach expert sources and 
produce higher quality coverage faster. 

Prosek Partners offers private 
equity clients a full suite of marketing 
and communications solutions to 
help them at the corporate level as 
well as their portfolio companies. 

Prosek states: “Many come to us 
for one service and then grow into 
others. We are able to help people 
create new brands and visual 
identities, launch new firms and funds 
and promote milestones through 
narrative development, book PR and 
conference support. We also help 
neutralise and manage any negative 
reputational issues.”

The objectives of Prosek Partners 
are well-aligned with those of their 
clients. Prosek says: “We’re focused 
on the same things our private equity 
clients are investing in. On the talent 
side, we will continue to invest in 
the best people we can find to serve 
our clients. Operating efficiently and 
improving performance remains a key 
goal and we will continue to invest in 
technology to ensure we meet all of 
our clients’ growing communications 
and marketing needs.” n

Invest in communication to 
control your own narrative

Prosek Partners: Best PR Company

P RO S E K  PA RT N E R S

Jennifer Prosek
Founder & CEO, Prosek Partners

Jennifer Prosek is a published author 
and frequent speaker. Her book Army 
of Entrepreneurs received praise from 
Columbia Business School, Wharton and 
INSEAD. She is on the board of directors 
of the Arthur Page Society and British 
American Business. Jennifer received her 
MBA from Columbia University and a BA 
from Miami University.

http://www.privateequitywire.co.uk
https://twitter.com/ProsekPR
mailto:msnyder%40prosek.com?subject=Message%20for%20Jennifer%20Prosek
https://www.linkedin.com/company/prosek-partners/
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Partnering with clients and 
having an open dialogue with 
industry participants gives 

large, independent, administration 
and technology companies, such as 
SS&C, a strategic advantage. 

The interest in SS&C private equity 
services and capabilities from private 
equity firms, alternatives manag-
ers, asset management and wealth 
management firms has increased sig-
nificantly over the last several years. 
As these organisations have grown 
and industry requirements have 
changed, their systems may have 
become outdated or no longer sup-
port the current needs and goals of 
the organisation. As a result, these 
firms are revaluating their internal 
infrastructure and operating models.

“Sophisticated private credit funds 
continue to be an area of significant 
growth. As this segment continues 
to grow and attract investment from 
institutional investors, it will require 
a more disciplined, transparent and 
independent service model and 
an integrated technology platform 
to support private credit products 
seamlessly,” Joe Patellaro, Managing 
Director and Global Head of Private 
Equity Services says.

Patellaro elaborates: “Private equity 
organisations of all strategies are 
reaching out to us to explore ways to 
improve their operational infrastruc-
ture. SS&C is one of a few firms with 
the size, scale and array of capabil-
ities to offer an insightful dialogue 
with firms. For example, a private 
equity firm’s initial request for infor-
mation about SS&C Private Equity 
Services may focus on a specific 

area, but the discussions tend to 
become broader around such areas 
as data management, reporting plat-
forms, transparency and servicing 
partnerships.” 

SS&C can provide private equity 
general partners and limited partners 
a wide range of services and tech-
nology solutions that no other single 
organisation can provide. In addition 
to the company’s leadership position 
in private equity administration, SS&C 
is a leading servicer for mutual funds 
and hedge fund managers. Further, 
through SS&C Intralinks, the com-
pany provides portals and data room 
solutions to support the private equity 
industry with fundraising, investor 
reporting and M&A activities. 

Patellaro muses: “This gives us 
unique expertise and capabilities for 
clients as asset classes converge, 
businesses expand, and private equity 
organisations look for provider rela-
tionships that can provide an array of 
solutions.” 

Further consolidation can be 
expected in the private equity 

administration space in 2020 and 
beyond, as the industry continues to 
mature. This phenomenon is bound 
to challenge smaller providers and 
technology firms to provide holistic 
solutions. Due to SS&C’s current size, 
scale and experience, and commit-
ment, the company is well-positioned 
to succeed. 

“We are a long-term industry partic-
ipant and have expertise supporting 
the private equity paradigm shift from 
self-administration to outsourced 
administration. As a result, we can 
partner with clients to reduce clients’ 
administrative and accounting bur-
dens while adding value and quality 
of service delivered to end investors,” 
Patellaro notes. 

According to Patellaro, 2020 is 
expected to be a year of continued 
growth. The firm has experienced a 
historically high level of interest in 
SS&C capabilities from mid-size pri-
vate equity firms to the largest private 
equity and asset managers in the 
industry. To support this segment of 
the industry, it will continue to deliver 
leading services and technology 
solutions to meet managers’ needs 
efficiently. n

PE industry shift highlights 
benefits of scale

SS&C GlobeOp: Best Fund Administrator >$30 billion AUM

S S & C  G L O B E O P

Joe Patellaro
SVP, Managing Director, Global Head 
of Private Equity Services, SS&C

Joe Patellaro is responsible for global 
strategy and evolution of the Private 
Equity Services business, and interacts 
with many internal and external 
constituents worldwide in staying current 
on industry, technical, and regulatory 
matters. Prior to joining SS&C Joe spent 
over 15 years at Arthur Andersen.

http://www.privateequitywire.co.uk
https://twitter.com/SSCTechnologies
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ss-c-technologies/
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Jensen Partners is a global advisory, corporate development and executive search firm that 
leverages its extensive relationships in the investor and alternative asset management community 
to source and recruit leading capital raising candidates. By utilising a customised, scientific 
approach, proprietary 360° Investor Referencing™ methodology and advanced behavioural 
analytics, we assist our clients in raising capital by identifying and securing the ideal human 
capital.

Our success is the result of 50+ years of experience, focused on investigative pre-screening, 
intelligence gathering, trend following and a proprietary 360° investor referencing™ methodology. 
The firm offers a unique perspective and tailored service, while leveraging a proven, investor-
focused model to align the goals of the firm with those of each client and candidate.

Contact: Sasha Jensen | sasha@jensen-partners.com | +1 212 457 0062www.jensen-partners.com

www.constellationadvisers.com

Constellation is the leading provider of outsourced CFO, accounting, operational, regulatory and 
compliance support services to a range of alternative and traditional investment management 
firms and their investors, including hedge funds, private equity, private credit, venture capital, 
private equity real estate, family offices, mutual funds, fund of funds, pensions, endowments and 
foundations. With its headquarters in New York and centres of excellence in Cary, NC, Dallas, San 
Francisco, Los Angeles and Seattle, Constellation services over 400 clients globally.

Contact: Frank Napolitani | fnapolitani@constellationadvisers.com | +1 646 974 7215

CohnReznick LLP is one of the top accounting, tax, and advisory firms in the United States, 
combining the deep resources of a national firm with the hands-on, agile approach that today’s 
dynamic business environment demands. With diverse industry expertise, the Firm provides 
financial sponsors and financial services firms with the insight and experience to help them 
break through and seize growth opportunities. The Firm, with origins dating back to 1919, is 
headquartered in New York, NY with 2,700 employees in offices nationwide. CohnReznick is a 
member of Nexia International, a global network of independent accountancy, tax, and business 
advisors. 

Contact: Christopher Aroh | christopher.aroh@cohnreznick.com | +1 959 200 7284www.cohnreznick.com

Centaur delivers independent fund administration and regulatory services to Hedge Funds, 
Funds of Funds, Private Equity and Real Estate Funds, Insurance-Linked Securities Funds, Family 
Offices and Institutional Investors across the globe. Our experienced team, contractual terms and 
operational excellence are core to our success and enable Centaur to deliver the solutions our 
clients’ require.

Centaur provides fund administration services to some of the world’s largest institutions, servicing 
over 50 different client groups who manage in excess of $100bn. These client groups range from 
large institutions managing multiple billions in multiple fund products to boutique firms managing 
single strategies.

Contact: Des Johnson | des.johnson@centaurfs.com | +1 212 651 7287www.centaurfs.com

ACA Compliance Group (ACA) is a leading global provider of governance, risk, and compliance 
advisory services and technology solutions. We partner with our clients to help them mitigate 
the regulatory, operational, and reputational risks associated with their business functions. Our 
clients include leading investment advisers, private fund managers, commodity trading advisors, 
investment companies, broker-dealers, and domestic and international banks. ACA is based in 
the US, Europe, and Asia.

Contact: Krissy Kennedy | kkennedy@acacompliancegroup.com | +1 857 214 1740
www.acacompliancegroup.com
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www.umb.com

UMB BANK INSTITUTIONAL CUSTODY
As one of the nation’s leading custodians, our clients rely on UMB Institutional Custody to be 
a trusted partner to safeguard and service domestic and global assets. UMB provides valuable 
guidance through the depth of our technology investments, our high-touch client model and quick 
response times. We offer straight-through transaction processing, robust security designed to 
accommodate data requirements of complex holdings, and cash management services to support 
the needs of you and your clients.

Contact: Amy Small | amy.small@umb.com | +1 816 860 5683

www.ssctech.com

SS&C is a global provider of services and software for the financial services and healthcare 
industries. Founded in 1986, SS&C is headquartered in Windsor, Connecticut, and has offices 
around the world. Some 18,000 financial services and healthcare organisations, from the 
world’s largest companies to small and mid-market firms, rely on SS&C for expertise, scale and 
technology.

Contact: Sean Welch, Pan Communications | ssc@pancomm.com | +1 407 734 7330

www.advent.com

SS&C Advent, a business unit of SS&C, is helping over 4,300 investment firms in more than 50 
countries – from established global institutions to small start-up practices – to grow their business 
and thrive. Delivering unparalleled precision and ahead of-the-curve solutions for more than 30 
years, we help firms minimise risk, work together seamlessly with our clients, and help shape the 
future of investment management. 

 

For more information on SS&C Advent products visit www.advent.com

Solovis is leading fintech innovation for institutional investors with a powerful cloud-based 
platform for multi-asset class portfolio management, reporting and analytics – uniquely designed 
for the limited partner community. Endowments, foundations, pensions, OCIOs and family offices 
leverage Solovis to transform how they collect and aggregate investment data, analyse portfolio 
performance, model and predict future outcomes and share meaningful portfolio insights with 
key stakeholders. The Solovis institutional investment management technology platform enables 
detailed analysis and dynamic data modelling across multiple portfolios and pools of capital for 
actionable, transparent insights that empower both operations and investment teams.

Contact: Ben Page-Fort | bpagefort@solovis.com | +1 844 SOLOVISwww.solovis.com

www.prosek.com

Prosek Partners is a leading international public relations and financial communications 
consultancy with offices in New York, London, Los Angeles and Connecticut. The firm ranks 
among the top 10 independent public relations firms in the US, and among the top financial 
communications consultancies in the US and UK. Prosek Partners was named Corporate Agency 
of the Year by Holmes Report, has been listed as an Inc. 5000 Fastest Growing Company for nine 
years running and is ranked among the Top 25 firms in New York Observer’s PR Power List 2018.

Contact: Mark Kollar | mkollar@prosek.com | +1 646 818 9201
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